
The Great Gatsby Choice Menu
Appetizers (Choose 2)

Choice Instructions

Daisy's
Dialogues

Write a dialogue between Jay Gatsby and Daisy Buchanan, exploring their relationship
and the themes of love, wealth, and society in The Great Gatsby. Be sure to incorporate

quotes from the text. (10-15 minutes)

Gatsby's
Glossary

Create a glossary of key terms and phrases from The Great Gatsby, including definitions
and explanations. Use examples from the text to support your definitions. (15-20

minutes)

Nick's News
Flash

Write a newspaper article reporting on one of the key events in The Great Gatsby.
Include quotes from characters, details of the event, and analysis of its significance.

(10-15 minutes)

Jordan's
Journals

Write a series of journal entries from the perspective of Jordan Baker, reflecting on the
events of the novel and her relationships with other characters. Be sure to capture

Jordan's personality and voice. (15-20 minutes)
Tom's

Timeline
Create a timeline of the major events in The Great Gatsby, highlighting the key moments

in the novel's plot. Include dates, descriptions, and illustrations. (15-20 minutes)
Gatsby's
Guess
Who?

Create a character profile for one of the main characters in The Great Gatsby, including
details about their background, motivations, and relationships with other characters. Use

textual evidence to support your analysis. (10-15 minutes)

Entrees (Choose 1)
Choice Instructions

Jay's Journal
Write a journal entry from the perspective of Jay Gatsby, reflecting on his past, his
dreams, and his feelings for Daisy. Consider how Gatsby's character changes

throughout the novel. (15-20 minutes)

Daisy's Diary
Create a diary entry from the perspective of Daisy Buchanan, expressing her thoughts
and emotions about the events of The Great Gatsby. Explore Daisy's inner conflicts and

desires. (15-20 minutes)

Nick's
Narrative

Write a narrative from Nick Carraway's point of view, recounting the events of The
Great Gatsby and reflecting on his role as a narrator. Consider Nick's reliability and his

relationship with the other characters. (15-20 minutes)
Jordan's

Journalistic
Analysis

Write a critical analysis of The Great Gatsby from the perspective of Jordan Baker.
Discuss the themes, characters, and symbolism in the novel, and offer your own

interpretation of its meaning. (15-20 minutes)

Desserts (Choose 1)
Choice Instructions

Gatsby's
Graffiti

Create a graffiti-style artwork inspired by The Great Gatsby, incorporating quotes, symbols,
and imagery from the novel. Use colors and designs that reflect the themes of the story.

(10-15 minutes)
Daisy's
Dream
Board

Create a dream board for Daisy Buchanan, featuring images, quotes, and symbols that
represent her desires, aspirations, and conflicts. Explain the significance of each element

in relation to Daisy's character. (15-20 minutes)
Gatsby's
Game
Show

Design a game show based on The Great Gatsby, with questions, challenges, and prizes
related to the novel. Include categories such as "Characters," "Quotes," and "Themes."

Have fun with it! (15-20 minutes)


